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Abstract

Cloud responses to surface-based sources of aerosol perturbation depend in part on the characteristics of the aerosol transport

to cloud base and the resulting spatial and temporal distribution of aerosol. However, interactions among aerosol, cloud, and

turbulence processes complicate the prediction of this aerosol transport and can obscure diagnosis of the aerosols’ effects on

cloud and turbulence properties. Here, scenarios of plume injection below a marine stratocumulus cloud are modeled using large

eddy simulations coupled to a prognostic bulk aerosol and cloud microphysics scheme. Both passive plumes, consisting of an

inert tracer, and active plumes are investigated, where the latter are representative of saltwater droplet plumes such as have been

proposed for marine cloud brightening. Passive plume scenarios show a spurious in-plume cloud brightening due solely to the

connections between updrafts, cloud condensation, and scalar transport. Numerical sensitivities are first assessed to establish

a suitable model configuration. Then sensitivity to particle injection rate is investigated. Trade-offs are identified between

the number of injected particles and the suppressive effect of droplet evaporation on plume loft and spread. Furthermore, as

the in-plume brightening effect does not depend significantly on injection rate given a suitable definition of perturbed versus

unperturbed regions of the flow, plume area is a key controlling factor on the overall cloud brightening effect of an aerosol

perturbation.
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Key Points:7

• Simulations of plume transport are sensitive to grid spacing, but moderately fine8

grid spacings may suffice to capture key features.9

• Connections between turbulence, scalar mixing, and cloud condensation produce10
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Abstract14

Cloud responses to surface-based sources of aerosol perturbation depend in part on the15

characteristics of the aerosol transport to cloud base and the resulting spatial and tem-16

poral distribution of aerosol. However, interactions among aerosol, cloud, and turbulence17

processes complicate the prediction of this aerosol transport and can obscure diagnosis18

of the aerosols’ effects on cloud and turbulence properties. Here, scenarios of plume in-19

jection below a marine stratocumulus cloud are modeled using large eddy simulations20

coupled to a prognostic bulk aerosol and cloud microphysics scheme. Both passive plumes,21

consisting of an inert tracer, and active plumes are investigated, where the latter are rep-22

resentative of saltwater droplet plumes such as have been proposed for marine cloud bright-23

ening. Passive plume scenarios show a spurious in-plume cloud brightening due solely24

to the connections between updrafts, cloud condensation, and scalar transport. Numer-25

ical sensitivities are first assessed to establish a suitable model configuration. Then sen-26

sitivity to particle injection rate is investigated. Trade-offs are identified between the num-27

ber of injected particles and the suppressive effect of droplet evaporation on plume loft28

and spread. Furthermore, as the in-plume brightening effect does not depend significantly29

on injection rate given a suitable definition of perturbed versus unperturbed regions of30

the flow, plume area is a key controlling factor on the overall cloud brightening effect of31

an aerosol perturbation.32

Plain Language Summary33

Increasing the ability of marine clouds to reflect sunlight by leveraging interactions34

between clouds and aerosols has been proposed as a means of countering climate change35

known as marine cloud brightening. However, such proposals rely on the ability to ap-36

ply suitable aerosol perturbations to the clouds using the atmosphere’s own turbulent37

mixing processes. Here, high-resolution numerical modeling methods are tested and used38

to investigate the details of aerosol delivery to a marine cloud from a near-surface-based39

plume.40

1 Introduction41

Interactions among aerosol, clouds, turbulence, and radiation are complex, involv-42

ing a variety of processes operating over a wide span of time and length scales. Unrav-43

eling these interactions has proven highly challenging, as models are limited in the range44

of scales they can capture and observation-based investigations suffer from issues such45

as co-variability of meteorological states and aerosol loads and regime dependence of cloud46

responses (Michibata et al., 2016; Gryspeerdt et al., 2019; Bender et al., 2019; Possner47

et al., 2020; Fons et al., 2023). Therefore, considerable interest has centered on aerosol48

perturbation experiments that, at least to some degree, break the links between mete-49

orological patterns and background aerosol conditions. Such experiments can opportunis-50

tically use natural (e.g., volcanoes and wildfires) or anthropogenic (e.g., shipping, urban51

pollution, and agricultural emissions) aerosol sources (Toll et al., 2019; Christensen et52

al., 2022; Maudlin et al., 2015) or rely on intentional emissions of aerosol for the specific53

purpose of studying aerosol cloud interactions, such as performed for the Eastern Pa-54

cific Emitted Aerosol Cloud Experiment (EPEACE) field campaign (Russell et al., 2013).55

Under the latter approach, the potential exists to better characterize the aerosol source.56

However, the turbulent mixing processes responsible for transporting emitted aerosol to57

the cloud are not completely understood nor constrained, and thus uncertainty remains58

in diagnosing aerosol effects on clouds.59

It has been long recognized that positive perturbations in aerosol number can in-60

crease the number concentration of cloud droplets and lead to increased cloud albedo61

(Twomey, 1974). Furthermore, the reduction in droplet sizes can suppress precipitation62

formation and increase longevity of clouds (Albrecht, 1989), although there is also po-63
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tential for cloud thinning due to increasing entrainment of dry air (Ackerman et al., 2004).64

Modeling studies have demonstrated that, under certain conditions, prescribed enhance-65

ments in aerosol concentrations can delay the subtropical stratocumulus-to-cumulus tran-66

sition (Erfani et al., 2022), whereas the transition can trigger rapidly when aerosol are67

removed by drizzle (Yamaguchi et al., 2017). A solar radiation management strategy known68

as marine cloud brightening (MCB) proposes to harness those cloud responses to aerosol69

that result in brighter, more extensive, and longer-lived clouds, thereby increasing the70

cooling effect associated with boundary layer marine clouds. The basic premise involves71

emission of plumes of saltwater droplets from near the ocean surface that evaporate within72

the boundary to leave sea-salt aerosol that can be ingested by clouds. Although the MCB73

concept originated a few decades ago (Latham, 1990), and has been refined since then74

(Latham, 2002; Latham et al., 2012; Wood, 2021), several key physical science questions75

remain open. Diamond et al. (2022) identify one of these questions as whether plumes76

with suitable numbers and sizes of sea-salt aerosol can overcome negative buoyancy as-77

sociated with saltwater droplet evaporation to be effectively lofted from their near-surface78

source to the cloud base. For example, modeling work by Jenkins and Forster (2013) com-79

pared plumes emitted as droplets versus dry aerosol only. Their simulations showed a80

suppression of plume rise due to droplet evaporation leading to a reduced albedo change81

in perturbed clouds, although the degree of difference varied timing of injection within82

the diurnal cycle and associated changes in boundary layer turbulence structure. An-83

other possible issue with concentrated plume emissions was modeled by Stuart et al. (2013),84

who found that in-plume coagulation could reduce particle numbers by ten to ninety per-85

cent, depending on atmospheric conditions and plume emission characteristics. Thus,86

various physical processes affecting the delivery of aerosol to clouds base contribute to87

uncertainties in the feasibility of MCB, even when we set aside questions of those clouds’88

potential for brightening.89

Large eddy simulations (LES) can explicitly simulate many of the scales of turbu-90

lent motion responsible for the transport of aerosol plumes to cloud base and relevant91

for modulating aerosol-cloud interactions. LES studies of aerosol plume lofting and spread,92

and subsequent cloud response, have identified important regime dependencies of the re-93

sponse: precipitating versus non-precipitating, low versus high free tropospheric mois-94

ture, clean versus polluted background aerosol conditions (Jenkins et al., 2013; Wang et95

al., 2011; Chun et al., 2023). Notably, Wang et al. (2011) also found rapid vertical trans-96

port of a plume (consisting of dry aerosol) via updrafts, combined with significantly slower97

horizontal spreading, causes strong spatial variability in aerosol concentrations. They98

highlighted the significance of the interactions between spatially heterogeneous aerosol99

concentrations and existing cloud field variability, consistent with Wang and Feingold100

(2009).101

These studies indicate the importance of accurately capturing the background cloud102

microphysical and macrophysical state as well as characterizing the temporal and spa-103

tial variability of aerosol plume spread (both vertical and horizontal). However, they have104

neglected droplet evaporation effects on plume spread and/or used coarse horizontal res-105

olutions (50 m to 300 m) relative to the expected size of salt water droplet spraying sys-106

tems (∼ 1 m). More effort is needed to assess the sensitivities of LES model predictions107

in relation to modeling techniques, numerical methods, and physical assumptions. Here108

we undertake such a sensitivity study, focusing on characteristics of plume lofting within109

several kilometers downstream of an injection source. After describing our general mod-110

eling approach and study configuration, we examine the effects of different lateral bound-111

ary treatments, horizontal grid resolution, and scalar and momentum advection discretiza-112

tions. Using a down-selected computational setup, we then investigate the dependence113

of the results on saltwater droplet injection rate.114
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2 Modeling Approach115

Our study focuses on a well-known marine stratocumulus cloud configuration, the116

DYCOMS RF02 idealized LES case study originated by Ackerman et al. (2009) and sub-117

sequently used in a wide range of investigations probing various aspects of stratocumu-118

lus dynamics, cloud macro- and microphysics, and numerical sensitivities (e.g., Davini119

et al., 2017; Feingold et al., 2015; Morrison et al., 2018; Yamaguchi & Feingold, 2012).120

We note that the protocol for this case study applies fixed surface heat fluxes and a sim-121

plified radiative transfer parameterization that eliminate some possible feedbacks between122

plume lofting, turbulent transport, and cloud modification, but these simplifications are123

expected to have limited impacts over the time and spatial scales examined here. Ad-124

ditionally, we rotate the direction of the mean wind to align with the longer axis of a rect-125

angular computational domain (horizontal domain extent of 15 km x 7.5 km; vertical ex-126

tent of 1.5 km) so that the plume evolution can be tracked over a longer downstream dis-127

tance.128

Simulations are performed using PINACLES (Predicting INteractions of Aerosol129

and Clouds in Large Eddy Simulation; Pressel & Sakaguchi, 2021). PINACLES is a novel,130

massively parallel code developed for simulations of three-dimensional atmospheric tur-131

bulence, with emphasis on capabilities for modeling boundary layer turbulence and clouds.132

PINACLES evolves the anelastic equations of motion using efficient, Fourier-transform-133

based methods to solve the pressure Poisson equation for domains with either periodic134

or open lateral boundaries, including concurrent nesting of domains. It features a range135

of advanced options for discretization of scalar and momentum advective terms that are136

exercised as part of this work.137

Plume injection is represented by a set of stationary (i.e., at a fixed location) vol-138

umetric source terms applied within the single model grid cell at the lowest model level,139

near the centerline of the narrow (y) axis of the domain and 1 km from the x-direction140

inflow boundary. The injection scenarios fall into two main categories. In the first, the141

injected scalar is an inert tracer that does not modify the flow field. This type of sce-142

nario, referred to as a “passive” plume, can be simulated using periodic lateral bound-143

ary conditions for the thermodynamic and velocity variables and simple “zeroing” of the144

plume tracer variable on the boundary. For a passive plume, plume tracer is nominally145

a number concentration of particles, but these particles do not interact with the back-146

ground aerosol and cloud fields predicted by the model. Passive plumes are differenti-147

ated from “active” plumes, which can modify the flow field. Active plume injection takes148

the form of source functions for aerosol number and mass and (optionally) liquid water.149

These source functions are defined consistently with the treatment of aerosol and150

cloud microphysics used in this study. This treatment links a two-moment scheme for151

cloud microphysics (Morrison et al., 2005) to a prognostic treatment of Aitken and ac-152

cumulation mode aerosol (Wyant et al., 2022) that builds on the work of Berner et al.153

(2013). Processes of scavenging, coagulation, and activation cause transfer of Aitken mode154

particles to the accumuluation mode, while the accumulation mode is depleted by au-155

toconversion, accretion, scavenging, and rainout. Both modes are replenished by surface156

fluxes that are parameterized following Clarke et al. (2006).157

Table 1 summarizes the set of one dozen simulations analyzed here. Simulations158

are differentiated based on the plume type (passive or active, as discussed above), do-159

main type (a single periodic domain or a non-periodic nest within a periodic parent do-160

main), horizontal grid spacing (varying from 40 m to 5 m, with vertical grid spacing fixed161

at 5 m), advection numerical options (scheme and flux limiter), and the injection rate162

of particles (ranging from 1013 s−1 to 1017 s−1). Each simulation is identified with a num-163

ber 1 through 12 for easy reference.164
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Table 1. Simulation parameters. All simulations use ∆z = 5 m. Advection (Adv.) scheme and

flux limiter options are defined in Section 3.2.

Simulation Plume Domain ∆x = ∆y Adv. scheme Flux limiter Inj. rate

1 Passive Periodic 40 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1016 s−1

2 Passive Periodic 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1016 s−1

3 Passive Periodic 5 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1016 s−1

4 Passive Periodic 20 m WENO7-Z No EMONO 1016 s−1

5 Passive Periodic 20 m WENO5-Z EMONO 1016 s−1

6 Passive Periodic 20 m WENO5-Z No EMONO 1016 s−1

7 Passive Nested 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1016 s−1

8 Active Nested 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1013 s−1

9 Active Nested 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1014 s−1

10 Active Nested 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1015 s−1

11 Active Nested 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1016 s−1

12 Active Nested 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1017 s−1

After some preliminary discussion of the metrics we use for comparing simulations,165

resolution-dependence is assessed by comparing Simulations 1-3 in section 3.1. Next, sec-166

tion 3.2 examines simulations 2, 4-6 for sensitivities to advection scheme numerics. For167

simplicity, these simulations inject passive plumes within doubly-periodic domains. Prior168

to analyzing active plume sensitivities, the consistency of our nested and periodic do-169

main results is demonstrated in section 3.3 using data from Simulation 7. Finally, ac-170

tive plume results are presented in section 3.4, focusing on sensitivities to particle injec-171

tion rate as varied among Simulations 8-12.172

3 Results173

All simulation data used to produce the figures shown in this section are available174

online, along with additional supporting materials including plotting notebooks, simu-175

lation codes, and input files (Dhandapani, Kaul, & Pressel, 2023; Dhandapani, Kaul, &176

Blossey, 2023).177

All PINACLES simulations presented here evolve similarly following an initial spin178

up-period of about 90 minutes. Although the simulations do not reach a true steady state,179

after a few hours changes in the cloud state are gradual. This typical pattern of evolu-180

tion consists of a slow rise in cloud top that is accompanied by slowly declining liquid181

water path (LWP), indicative of entrainment of the overlying dry air. A very small amount182

of drizzle is formed, but almost all evaporates before reaching the surface. Over the down-183

stream distance included in our computational domains (i.e., 14 km), the macroscopic184

features of the cloud are not significantly changed by the aerosol injection. This does not185

exclude the possibility that more significant adjustments would occur at a greater dis-186

tance downstream if the computational domain were expanded. Over the fourth simu-187

lated hour, liquid water paths from all simulations using 20 m horizontal resolution vary188

from 58 to 66 g m−2, and rain water paths range between 0.33 and 0.45 g m−2. Inver-189

sion height zi (as defined by Ackerman et al., 2009) varies almost negligibly from 855190

m to 857 m (i.e., differences in zi are smaller than vertical grid spacing ∆z).191

Simulations are compared using a variety of quantities to examine both differences192

in the background cloud and turbulence state and to hone in on the details of plume trans-193

port and cloud response. For the former, we compare mean vertical profiles of variables194
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Figure 1. Joint probability distribution function of pseudo-albedo and tracer concentration at

600 m from Simulation 11 between 1.5 and 6 hours.

such as cloud water mixing ratio, droplet number concentration, and vertical velocity195

variance. For the latter, we compute plume area, plume width, and plume height statis-196

tics, and examine differences in cloud brightness in- and out-of plume.197

This brightness is estimated by calculating a pseudo-albedo value, α, from the cloud198

properties as (Szczap et al., 2014),199

α =
(1− g) τ

2 + (1− g) τ
,

where g = 0.86 is the asymmetry parameter. Optical depth, τ , is calculated as200

τ =
3

2

∫
ρ qc
reff

dz,

where qc is the cloud water mixing ratio and reff is the effective cloud droplet radius pre-201

dicted by the microphysical scheme consistent with its distributional assumptions. The202

pseudo-albedo is henceforth referred to as albedo in figure labels for brevity. Note that203

this pseudo-albedo is a diagnostic quantity only. Radiative heating/cooling rates are pa-204

rameterized in the simulations following the approach of Ackerman et al. (2009).205

Below the cloud base, we assume that scalars associated with the aerosol size dis-206

tribution act similarly to passive tracers, and thus the plume tracer variable can be used207

to identify in- and out-of plume regions consistently in both active and passive plume208

injection scenarios. This assumption is not strictly true: first, due to aerosol processes209

that may occur below cloud (such as scavenging, which we expect to be small for the weakly210

precipitating clouds simulated here) and second, due to the nonlinear advection schemes211

used in these simulations. It nonetheless remains a better option than attempting to iden-212

tify in-plume regions in the active plume regions from the aerosol fields themselves.213

A non-zero lower threshold on plume tracer value is needed to define in- and out-214

of plume regions that are physically meaningful, but requires some subjective judgment.215

Figure 1 plots the joint distribution of plume tracer value close to cloud base at 600 m216

(actually, 602.5 m due to PINACLES’ grid staggering, but henceforth referred to as 600217
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m for conciseness) versus pseudo-albedo of the overlying cloud, obtained from the “base-218

line” active plume simulation, Simulation 11 of Table 1. Below a value of approximately219

108 kg−1, albedo and tracer concentration appear virtually uncorrelated, whereas above220

108 kg−1 there is a positively correlated relationship between the two variables. Given221

that the horizontally-averaged background accumulation mode number concentration at222

cloud base ranges from 6.5 × 107 kg−1 to 8.0 × 107 kg−1 (it varies in time due to the223

surface aerosol flux based on windspeed), this threshold is consistent with a 25-50% per-224

turbation over the background number of accumulation mode particles that would be225

expected without any plume injection. In the following results, this 108 kg−1 threshold226

is used to designate in- and out-of plume regions and to compute plume areas and widths,227

unless otherwise specified. Additionally, unless otherwise specified, all plume areas are228

computed at the 600 m vertical level, that approximates the time-averaged cloud-base229

level.230

With these definitions set, we turn to presenting the results of our sensitivity tests.231

As grid-resolution sensitivity has been frequently noted in LES of stratocumulus clouds232

(see, for example, the discussion in Matheou & Teixeira, 2019), its effects are examined233

first, and contrasted with inter-model sensitivities at high resolution.234

3.1 Grid resolution and inter-model comparison235

Grid resolution sensitivity is assessed by comparing periodic domain, passive plume236

simulations using 40 m, 20 m, and 5 m horizontal grid spacings, while keeping the ver-237

tical grid resolution fixed at 5 m (corresponding to Simulations 1, 2, and 3 of Table 1.)238

Although it has been shown that grid resolutions finer than 5 m may be required to at-239

tain grid convergence of stratocumulus simulations (Matheou & Teixeira, 2019), we note240

that 5 m isotropic grid spacings are atypically fine, considering the domain size of the241

simulations. Additionally, the predictions of PINACLES are compared to those of the242

University of Washington version of the System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM; Khairout-243

dinov & Randall, 2003) configured with the same initial and boundary conditions, forc-244

ings, and domain size, 5 m horizontal grid spacing, and 5 m vertical grid spacing within245

the boundary layer. Inter-model differences due to differences in numerical schemes and246

physical treatments preponderate over intra-model differences due to differing grid res-247

olutions as shown by the results plotted in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. However, some aspects of248

the PINACLES results are sensitive to the grid spacing.249

Mean profiles averaged over 4-6 hours from initialization of the simulations are plot-250

ted in Fig. 2. All PINACLES simulations predict nearly identical cloud top height. The251

cloud water mixing ratio qc profiles of the 20 m simulation and the fine grid (5 m) sim-252

ulation are very close to each other, while the coarse grid (40 m) simulation produces253

lower cloud water content and a higher cloud base. In contrast to the resolution depen-254

dence of qc where the coarse simulation was the outlier, the 40 m and 20 m PINACLES255

simulations predict similar droplet concentrations, while the 5 m simulation produces256

a higher droplet number. All three resolutions generate vertical velocity variance pro-257

files with similar shape, but the magnitude of the variance increases in line with the in-258

creases in qc (recall that radiative cooling in these simulations depends on qc but not on259

nc.) SAM predicts higher cloud water content, lower cloud droplet number, and an over-260

all thicker cloud, with cloud base about 200 m lower than simulated by PINACLES at261

5 m resolution. SAM’s vertical velocity variance profile is shifted with respect to PINA-262

CLES’ consistent with the change in cloud boundaries.263

Figure 3 focuses on resolution-dependence of plume-related features. In the left-264

hand panel, the time evolution of plume area at 600 m shows a resolution-dependent peak265

during the spin-up period, but subsequent differences in the average plume area are small266

among all three resolutions, especially relative to the large temporal variability (the range267

of which is also similar for all three). Plume area predicted by SAM was computed over268
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Figure 2. Mean profiles of cloud water mixing ratio (qc, left), droplet concentration per unit

mass (nc, center), and vertical velocity variance (w′2, right) using periodic domains at different

grid resolutions. The red, blue, and black curves correspond to horizontal resolutions of 40 m,

20 m, and 5 m, respectively, using PINACLES, and the magenta curves correspond to the SAM

simulation (5 m).

the fourth simulated hour, and the average value and one standard deviation range in-269

dicated in Figure 3 is comparable to the plume areas obtained from PINACLES. The270

right hand panel compares the distribution of pseudo-albedo values within in-plume and271

out-of-plume regions. Notably, the coarsest resolution shows a shift to lower pseudo-albedo272

values in both regions and especially a heavier left-hand tail of the in-plume pseudo-albedo273

pdf, indicating more of the plume is co-located with dimmer cloud, or even cloud-free274

areas. Although the 20 m resolution simulation also produces slightly heavier left-hand275

tails than the 5 m simulation, the overall agreement is good and the prediction of the276

right-hand tail is very consistent between the fine and normal resolution simulations.277

It should be recalled these results are from passive plume simulations, in which the278

injected scalar tracer cannot modify the cloud state. Therefore, the higher in-plume pseudo-279

albedo values shown in Figure 3 indicate that the plume tracer is preferentially lofted280

to brighter parts of the cloud associated with updrafts.281

Besides plume area, the plume width dependence on downstream distance can be282

defined as an alternative measure of plume spreading. At each downstream transect (taken283

perpendicular to the long, x axis of the domain), the number of grid points at which the284

plume tracer value exceeds the in-plume threshold is determined and multiplied by the285

grid spacing to obtain a width. These widths are additionally averaged in time, with sam-286

ples available every 60 s. The average plume width values calculated over 3-4 hours from287

initialization of the simulations are plotted in Fig. 4 for altitudes of 100 m and 600 m.288

The plume width increases with downstream distance as expected, reaching a nearly lin-289

ear spread rate at some distance downstream that depends on the vertical level being290

considered. At 100 m, the plume widths vary with grid resolution and the 5 m PINA-291

CLES simulation agrees well with the SAM simulation (5 m). At 600 m, the plume widths292

are closer to each other for PINACLES simulations at different grid resolutions, and the293

SAM simulation has higher plume width, possibly because the tracer spreads differently294

within the cloud than in the subcloud layer (600 m is well within the cloud layer for SAM,295

but at or below the cloud base for PINACLES.) To examine this possibility further, Fig-296

ure 5 shows the plume area, averaged in time, as a function of height computed over the297

full length of the domain and for the final 5 km downstream distance. Plume vertical298

and horizontal spread are convolved when plume area is computed over the full domain,299
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Figure 3. Plume area (left) and pseudo-albedo probability density function (pdf) for in-

plume (solid, tracer <108 kg−1) and out-of-plume (dashed, tracer <108 kg−1) regions, comparing

periodic domains at different grid resolutions. The red, blue, and black curves correspond to hor-

izontal resolutions of 40 m, 20 m, and 5 m, respectively, using PINACLES. The dashed magenta

line in the left panel corresponds to the mean plume area between hours 3 and 4 from the SAM

simulation (at 5 m horizontal resolution) and the gray shaded region is the one standard devia-

tion range from that mean.

Figure 4. Average plume width at an altitude of 100 m (left) and 600 m (right). The red,

blue, and black curves correspond to PINACLES simulations (Simulations 1–3) using horizontal

resolutions of 40 m, 20 m, and 5 m, respectively, and the magenta curves correspond to the SAM

simulation with a horizontal resolution of 5 m.

but considering only the downstream portion of the domain helps to isolate the horizon-300

tal spreading. Below 200 m, plume area is nearly constant with height and decreases with301

increasing resolution. As expected from Figure 4, 5 m PINACLES and SAM results closely302

agree. Recall that Figure 2 shows the subcloud vertical velocity variance peak occurs close303

to 200 m. At 400 m, above the subcloud w′2 peak, plume area sharply decreases and con-304

tinues to diminish to cloud base. However, plume area increases approaching the cloud305

top, perhaps because additional vertical spread is impeded by the strongly stable cloud-306

top temperature inversion. Interestingly, and not by design, the differences among all307

3 grid resolutions simulated by PINACLES are smallest at the 600 m vertical level that308

has been the primary focus of our analysis. Therefore, some aspects of the resolution sen-309

sitivity might be understated through this focus. Nonetheless, we consider the cloud base310

emphasis appropriate as it should be most nearly linked to changes in cloud properties311

when active plumes are introduced.312
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Figure 5. Average plume cross-sectional area fraction plotted against altitude for the full do-

main (left) and the last 5 km (right) of the domain. The red, blue, and black circles correspond

to PINACLES simulations (Simulations 1–3) using horizontal resolutions of 40 m, 20 m, and 5 m,

respectively, and the magenta markers correspond to the SAM simulation with a horizontal reso-

lution of 5 m. The circles correspond to averages over every minute between 3 and 4 hours from

the start of the simulation and the magenta squares represent the averages of 15-minute samples

over the same period (only used for vertical levels without higher frequency data available). The

plume area fraction is computed relative to a 14 km by 7.5 km rectangle in the left panel and to

a 5 km by 7.5 km rectangle in the right panel.

As the simulation using 20 m horizontal resolution agrees reasonably closely with313

the 5 m horizontal resolution simulation for most quantities of interest for our compar-314

isons (in particular, the in- and out-of-plume pseudo-albedo contrast is well captured),315

while drastically reducing the computational cost of simulations, the remaining simu-316

lations presented in this work are performed using 20 m horizontal grid spacing.317

3.2 Advection schemes318

Large eddy simulations of stratocumulus clouds have been shown to be sensitive319

to the numerical discretization of scalar and momentum advection (Pressel et al., 2017;320

Matheou & Teixeira, 2019). In particular, different choices of advection scheme (either321

alone or in concert with subgrid-scale turbulence closures) can strongly change predic-322

tions of liquid water path and cloud fraction, especially when the cloud state is sensi-323

tive to cloud-top entrainment rate.324

As previous work has indicated the superior performance of high-order weighted325

essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) numerical schemes for simulating stratocumulus clouds326

(Pressel et al., 2017), we focus on this class of schemes only. In particular, we assess sen-327

sitivity to fifth- versus seventh-order forms of a novel implementation of fifth and sev-328

enth order WENO-Z schemes (Borges et al., 2008; Castro et al., 2011). Compared to the329

original WENO schemes (Jiang & Shu, 1996), WENO-Z schemes offer lower dissipation330

for smooth solutions without increasing computational cost. The WENO-Z schemes im-331

plemented in PINACLES feature fully rederived weights and smoothness indicators that332

are consistent with its finite difference discretization.333

Additionally, we evaluate the effects of imposing “essentially monotone” (EMONO)334

flux limiters on the WENO-Z estimated fluxes. These flux limiters adapt an approach335

previously applied in conjunction with another scalar flux scheme (Herrmann et al., 2006),336

such that when a departure from monotonicity is detected, the order of the numerical337

scheme is locally reduced. Therefore, we compare four simulations (Simulations 2, 4, 5,338

and 6) from Table 1: fifth- or seventh- order WENO-Z with or without EMONO flux339
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Figure 6. Mean profiles of cloud water mixing ratio (qc, left), droplet concentration per unit

mass (nc, center), and vertical velocity variance (w′2, right) from passive plume simulations

(Simulations 2, 4– 6) using WENO5-Z (dashed) and WENO7-Z (solid) schemes, with (blue) and

without EMONO flux limiters (red).

Figure 7. Albedo pdf (left) and time evolution of plume area (right) from passive plume sim-

ulations (Simulations 2, 4–6) using WENO5-Z (dashed) and WENO7-Z (solid) schemes, with

(blue) and without EMONO flux limiters (red).

limiters. These numerical options are applied to all transported scalars, and the same340

scheme (without flux limiters) is applied to the velocity fields consistent with the rec-341

ommendation of Pressel et al. (2017).342

The mean profiles from simulations using different advection schemes calculated343

over 2-4 hours from initialization of the simulations are plotted in Fig. 6. Simulations344

without EMONO flux limiters agree closely on prediction of qc and w′2, but differ in pre-345

diction of nc with the seventh-order scheme predicting larger droplet number concen-346

tration than the fifth-order scheme. In contrast, the fifth-order scheme with EMONO347

predicts slightly greater qc and w′2 than the seventh-order scheme, but nearly identical348

nc. Further examination shows the differences in nc can be largely attributed to differ-349

ences in accumulation mode aerosol number concentration, which could be the result of350

differences in the surface flux of aerosol(which has a strong windspeed dependence) as351

well as by differences in entrainment of aerosol from the free troposphere. Before mov-352

ing on, we note that the diagnosed entrainment rate in these simulations over the final353

two simulated hours is about 0.2 cm s−1, or about one-third the ensemble mean entrain-354
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ment rate of Ackerman et al. (2009). This reduced entrainment rate is likely related to355

our choice of numerical schemes.356

Entrainment and surface fluxes of aerosol produce domain-averaged aerosol sources357

to the boundary layer of comparable magnitude [O(1013) particles per second], and each358

varies weakly with numerical scheme. Figure 7 puts these differences in context as pro-359

ducing a small shift towards higher pseudo-albedo values for the simulations that do not360

use the EMONO flux limiter, which is relatively much smaller than the sensitivity to,361

say, decreasing the horizontal grid spacing from 40 m to 20 m (Figure 3).362

Therefore, we conclude that any of the numerical options presented here can be an363

acceptable choice, but continue using the seventh-order WENO-Z scheme plus EMONO364

flux limiter due to the a priori preference to be given to higher order, monotone numer-365

ics.366

3.3 Boundary Conditions367

Periodic lateral boundary conditions can be suitable for simulating passive plume368

emissions as long as the underlying flow field can be treated as periodic. It is straight-369

forward to reset plume tracer values to prevent recirculation of the passive plume. How-370

ever, active plume emissions are more challenging to simulate satisfactorily with peri-371

odic domains as not only the aerosol perturbation but the perturbed cloud and dynamic372

fields re-enter the domain unless the simulation is truncated after one flow-through time.373

One strategy is to use a Lagrangian LES approach that follows the evolution of a per-374

turbed airmass in time (Chun et al., 2023). Here, we opt to preserve the Eulerian view-375

point of our passive plume simulations by employing open boundary conditions.376

For this purpose, we construct nested domains. The outer, periodic parent is iden-377

tical to the periodic domain used in the previously described simulations (15 km x 7.5378

km x 1.5 km extent, with 20 m horizontal and 5 m vertical grid spacing). An inner child379

nest receives lateral boundary data from the periodic parent. This inner domain uses the380

same grid spacing and vertical extent but has slightly reduced horizontal extents due to381

the placement of the inner lateral boundaries 160 m away from the outer boundaries. Aside382

from the prescription of the boundary data, the inner child domain evolves independently383

of its parent. Figure 8 shows the correlation coefficient between instantaneous values of384

pseudo-albedo and vertical velocity at an altitude of 600 m, calculated over 2-4 hours385

from initialization of the simulations. Correlations are close to 1 for both variables for386

distances up to 3 km, but the degree of decorrelation occurring downstream depends on387

the variable under consideration. Here, pseudo-albedo remains highly correlated between388

the two domains, but w is more significantly decorrelated between the two domains. It389

should be noted that the constraint on the horizontal mean vertical velocity (⟨w⟩ (z) =390

0) that applies for periodic domains under an anelastic approximation can be relaxed391

on the nest. This has the important implication that the nested domain has greater free-392

dom to respond dynamically to an aerosol perturbation.393

When an active plume is simulated, plume injection occurs only on the inner do-394

main so that the periodic parent domain remains undisturbed. To test the nesting pro-395

cedure, we here inject identical passive plumes on each of the parent and child domains396

but do not allow plume tracer boundary data to be passed from the parent to the child397

along with the velocity, thermodynamic, and microphysical prognostic variable bound-398

ary data. Although Figure 8 shows that differences develop in point-wise values between399

the domains, agreement of the plume area statistics (Figure 9) is very close and shows400

the nesting procedure is performing as expected. Furthermore, these results demonstrate401

that it is well-founded to compare periodic, passive plume simulations (which are about402

half as expensive computationally) and nested, active plume simulations on a statisti-403

cal basis.404
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Figure 8. Contour plots of cross-correlation of pseudo-albedo (top) and vertical velocity w at

600 m (bottom) in the periodic parent domain and nested child domain from Simulation 7.

3.4 Injection rates405

Nested simulations as described above using active plumes at five different plume406

injection rates are performed, namely at 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016, and 1017 s−1. The max-407

imum injection rate follows the estimate by Salter et al. (2008), although others (Stuart408

et al., 2013; Wood, 2021) have suggested such high injection rates may not be efficient409

due to particle coagulation near the source (an effect that is not considered here as the410

extreme near-field of the particle source is not resolved). Simulations with these vary-411

ing injection rates are compared to each other and to passive plume simulations to ex-412

plore the effects of plume injection rates on cloud properties. All simulation presented413

in this section are restarted from a common checkpoint file after 90 minutes of cloud evo-414

lution without any aerosol perturbations applied, and plume injection is commenced at415

the same time. Thus, the differences in aerosol perturbation do not modify the initial416

spin-up of the boundary layer and cloud state.417

Active plumes418

Active plumes are modeled with accumulation mode aerosol of mass mean dry di-419

ameter 0.25 µm. This value is based on laboratory measurements from a prototype ef-420

fervescent nozzle, which produced a sea-salt aerosol population with a mean diameter421

of 0.12 µm and geometric standard deviation (σg) of 2. Notably, this mean diameter of422
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Figure 9. Time evolution of plume area (left) and violin plot of plume area between 2 - 4

hours (right) in the periodic parent domain (red) and nested child domain (blue) nest from Simu-

lation 7.

Figure 10. Pseudo-albedo contours calculated 2 hours after initialization of an active plume

simulation, Simulation 11, on the nested domain. The black curves correspond to tracer concen-

tration of 108 kg−1, at 600 m and the blue curves correspond to a pseudo-albedo value of 0.65.

The black triangle on the left shows the position of the plume source near the surface.

injected accumulation mode aerosol is similar to the background accumulation mode, but423

with a wider distribution. Due to the constraints of the bi-modal, two-moment treatment424

of aerosol used here, we are not able to fully account for influence of the wider size dis-425

tribution of the injected aerosol in the cloud response. However, considering an accu-426

rate σg value is important for estimating the amount of water associated with the plume427

emission, and hence the potential for plume lofting to be suppressed by evaporative cool-428

ing of injected droplets. Each aerosol particle is assumed to be injected within a droplet429

whose diameter is four times that of the embedded aerosol (Jenkins & Forster, 2013),430

consistent with an assumed salinity of about 35 g L−1 of sea water. The injection rate431

for the number concentration of accumulation mode aerosol and liquid droplets are set432

at the same value as that of the passive tracers (1013−1017 s−1). For the 1016 s−1 case,433

the injection rates for the mass concentrations of accumulation mode aerosol and liquid434

droplets are calculated from the diameters as 0.1725 kg s−1 and 5.1113 kg s−1, respec-435

tively (Heintzenberg, 1994), and scaled proportionally for the other injection rates.436

The mean profiles for the different injection rates are plotted in Fig. 11. The cloud437

water mixing ratios are indistinguishable, indicating that no significant liquid water path438

adjustment occurs over the timescale observable in these simulations (about 30 minutes).439
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Figure 11. Mean profiles of cloud water mixing ratio (left), droplet concentration (center),

and vertical velocity variance (right) using nested domains and active plumes at different in-

jection rates (Simulations 8–12) of 1013 (green), 1014 (gray), 1015 (magenta), 1016 (blue), and

1017 s−1 (black). The red curves correspond to a passive plume (1016 s−1) simulation.

To confirm this finding, we computed liquid water path in the parent and child domains440

of the two highest injection rates over the portions of these domains between x = 10441

km and x = 15 km for a two hour period (2-4 hours). The resulting values are 69.0 g m−2
442

on the parent domains, 68.8 g m−2 on the nested domains with 1016 s−1 injection rate,443

and 68.4 g m−2 on the nested domains with 1017 s−1 injection rate. While these differ-444

ences are suggestive of a very slight LWP adjustment, they are too small relative the tem-445

poral fluctuations of LWP (6.7 g m−2 for all domains) to be confidently interpreted as446

such. The droplet concentration profiles from the active plume simulations are higher447

than those of the passive plumes, increasing with injection rates, for values of 1015 s−1
448

and higher. When the injection rates are 1014 s−1 or lower, the domain-averaged droplet449

concentrations are indistinguishable from that of the passive plumes. The vertical ve-450

locity variance profiles are nearly identical, with the 1017 s−1 simulation showing minor451

differences that are likely not significant.

Figure 12. Time evolution of plume area (left) and pseudo-albedo (right) for in-plume (thick

lines) and out-of-plume (thin lines) regions using nested domains and active plumes at different

injection rates (Simulations 8–12) of 1013 (green), 1014 (gray), 1015 (magenta), 1016 (blue), and

1017 s−1 (black). The red curves correspond to the passive plume (1016 s−1) simulation 7.

452
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The time evolutions of plume area near cloud base (namely, at a height of 600 m)453

and of pseudo-albedo are plotted in Fig. 12. The cloud-base plume area is zero for an454

injection rate values of 1013 s−1 and 1014 s−1. For injection rates of 1015 s−1 or higher,455

the plume area increases with injection rate. The passive plumes (1016 s−1) show sim-456

ilar plume area to the 1017 s−1 case. Active plumes with 1016 s−1 injection rate have lower457

plume area than the corresponding passive plumes, due to droplet evaporation. The out-458

of-plume pseudo-albedo values are exactly the same. The in-plume albedo from all the459

simulations are higher than that of the out-of-plume albedo. The active plumes show sim-460

ilar in-plume albedo values, regardless of the injection rate values and the passive plume461

in-plume albedo is not as high as that of active plumes.462

Figure 13. Albedo pdf (left), excess albedo (center) and plume area (right) using nested do-

mains and active plumes at different injection rates (Simulations 8–12), 1013 (green), 1014 (gray),

1015 (magenta), 1016 (blue), and 1017 s−1 (black). The red curves in the left correspond to the

passive plume (1016 s−1) simulation 7 results.

The pdf of the albedo and violin plots of pseudo-albedo excess (calculated as the463

difference between the mean pseudo-albedo in the child nest and parent domain) and plume464

area calculated over 2-4 hours from initialization of the simulations are plotted in Fig. 13.465

The albedo pdf outside of the plume are indistinguishable from each other, with peak466

values around 0.4. The pdf of the perturbed cloud albedo values peak around 0.45 for467

passive plumes and around 0.6 for active plumes with similar distribution profiles. With468

lower injection rates, the distributions become narrower, missing the tail of the distri-469

butions produced by the two highest injection rates, whose agreement suggests the bright-470

ening potential of the aerosol perturbation has saturated. Pseudo-albedo excess increases471

with injection rate. The plume area also increases with injection rate, for 1015 s−1 and472

higher rates.473

The time evolutions of downstream distance at which plume droplets fully evap-474

orate and mean plume height against downstream distance are plotted in Fig. 14. Note475

that the microphysics scheme (Morrison et al., 2005) on which the Wyant et al. (2022)476

aerosol treatment is based uses saturation adjustment to constrain the cloud liquid wa-477

ter mixing ratio and therefore vapor uptake on unactivated aerosols is not included in478

the moisture budget (however, swollen aerosol size is considered in a diagnostic manner479

for purposes of computing scavenging rates). For injection rates of 1015 s−1 and lower,480

the droplets evaporate immediately. The higher injection rates (1016 and 1017 s−1) evap-481

orate at downstream distances of 750 m and 3100 m, respectively. The plume heights482

increase with injection rate and downstream distance until they plateau at the height483

of the capping inversion. Figure 14 shows two views of this. The middle panel uses un-484

normalized tracer values, so greater droplet evaporation is combined with overall higher485

particle numbers as injection rate increases. The middle panel shows that the number486
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Figure 14. Droplet evaporation distance (left), mean plume height (center) and scaled plume

height (right) using nested domains and active plumes at different injection rates (Simulations 8–

12): 1013 (green), 1014 (gray), 1015 (magenta), 1016 (blue), and 1017 s−1 (black). The red curves

in the right correspond to passive plume (1016 s−1) simulation 7 results.

increase effect prevails (i.e., the plume with 1017 s−1 injection rate rises fastest of the487

active plumes). However, evaporation does suppress plume rise somewhat, as shown by488

the difference between the passive and active 1016 s−1 plume heights). The rightmost489

panel clarifies these trade-offs. In these results, all inert plume tracers are rescaled to match490

a 1016 s−1 injection rate, then thresholding is applied. Here it can be seen that the scaled491

plume rise is virtually identical in passive plume simulations and active plume simula-492

tions with injection rates below 1015 s−1. (Scaled) plume rise slows as injection rate in-493

creases, but nonetheless the plume is able to reach the inversion by the downstream ter-494

minus of the domain.495

4 Conclusions496

Large eddy simulations can be a powerful means of studying aerosol–cloud inter-497

actions. Moreover, they have the potential to accurately represent the interplay between498

boundary-layer turbulence, aerosol, and clouds, which becomes important when aerosols499

are distributed inhomogeneously, at small scales, in space or time. An important exam-500

ple of when such a condition may likely occur is one of the proposed approaches for en-501

hancing the albedo of marine clouds by emitting concentrated plumes of sea-salt aerosol502

just above the sea-surface. The effects of the aerosol perturbation on clouds can only be503

determined after accounting for the turbulent transport of aerosol from the near-surface.504

However, previous modeling studies (Wang et al., 2011; Jenkins & Forster, 2013; Chun505

et al., 2023) have not addressed how their results may be influenced by numerical sen-506

sitivities of the LES modeling approach, although the predictions of LES of marine stra-507

tocumulus clouds have been found to be sensitive to numerical schemes (Pressel et al.,508

2017) and grid resolution (Matheou & Teixeira, 2019).509

Here we assess these sensitivities for the PINACLES model and design and test an510

approach to simulate interactive aerosol plumes in idealized setups without undesirable511

feedback to the nominally upwind flow fields. The model configuration developed through512

these tests is then used to evaluate how different rates of particle injection affect plume513

rise and spread and cloud response. We are able to characterize these processes over ap-514

proximately thirty minutes (estimated based on domain length and boundary-layer wind515

speed). An important aspect of our selected case is that very limited amounts of pre-516

cipitation are formed, even in its unperturbed state, and cloud liquid profiles undergo517

indiscernible adjustment in response to the aerosol perturbation. Thus, changes in bright-518

ness are driven by increasing droplet number concentration and decreasing droplet ef-519

fective radius.520
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Key findings are:521

• Plume area is sensitive to horizontal grid spacings in the range of 5 m to 40 m,522

especially in the subcloud layer. Resolution sensitivity of plume area decreases within523

the cloud layer, such that results from 5 m and 20 m grid spacings agree well.524

• In-plume enhancement of cloud pseudo-albedo is observed, even for passive (in-525

ert tracer) plumes, because of the links between updraft dynamics, plume trans-526

port, and condensation. Grid spacings of 20 m or finer are able to characterize the527

variability of in- and out-of-plume albedo consistently.528

• A modeling strategy was developed and demonstrated to allow idealized simula-529

tions of active plumes in an Eulerian perspective without recycling of perturbed530

flow as inflow.531

• Subtle differences are observed among simulations using different advection schemes532

for scalars and momentum, even considering high-order implementations of an ad-533

vanced family of schemes, that are most apparent in droplet number concentra-534

tion predictions. The differences in droplet number can be at least partially at-535

tributed to differences in aerosol concentration within the boundary layer (even536

for passive plume cases).537

• Using the difference between mean pseudo-albedo on the nested domain and un-538

perturbed periodic parent domain as an indicator of the brightening effect of the539

injected aerosol, we find injection rates greater than 1015 s−1 are required and the540

effect is very limited for injection rates below 1015 s−1. However, given that the541

tracer concentration threshold (108 kg−1) is met, the in-plume albedo enhance-542

ment is not significantly different for 1016 s−1 and 1017 s−1 injection rates. The543

overall albedo is somewhat increased at the higher injection rate because the plume544

area is increased.545

• With a fixed threshold for diagnosing the plume extent, a trade-off occurs as par-546

ticle injection rate raises between making more particles available and increasing547

the amount of droplet evaporation that suppresses plume rise. In the highest in-548

jection rate case, unevaporated droplets can be found over 3 km downstream of549

the injection point.550

These findings indicate several directions for future work. First, more data from551

measurements and very high-resolution (grid spacings ≪ 1 m) simulations are needed552

to confirm whether the assumptions about the plume injection and immediate near-field553

properties assumed here are realistic, including microphysical factors such as the par-554

ticle and droplet size distributions as well as dynamical features such as the momentum555

source and rate of turbulent entrainment associated with the generation of the plume.556

Particle loss mechanisms to the surface, parameterized appropriately for use at LES grid557

resolutions, also need to be considered in more detail, as our simulations may overesti-558

mate the potential for initial vertical suppression of plume rise to be compensated far-559

ther downstream. At the other extreme, simulations with longer downstream domain ex-560

tents are needed to understand later stages of plume spread and to track cloud responses561

over longer time periods to detect feedback with slower timescale processes. Similarly,562

a wider range of cases that include more strongly precipitating clouds and more realis-563

tic radiative flux treatments should also be investigated.564

Although open questions remain, the results presented here show clearly the im-565

portance of accounting for the interactions of boundary-layer turbulence, droplet evap-566

oration, plume transport, and cloud response and also demonstrate the great utility of567

carefully performed LES for understanding these interactions. In particular, we find sig-568

nificantly higher in-plume albedo even in passive plume simulations due to the connec-569

tions among coherent updrafts, plume rise, and cloud formation, and these dynamical570

and macrophysical linkages must be considered and controlled for when evaluating the571

impacts of aerosol perturbation strategies on the microphysical process level.572
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Appendix A Description of PINACLES573

Predicting INteractions of Aerosol and Clouds in Large Eddy Simulation (PINA-574

CLES) is a modern, parallelized code for three-dimensional simulations of the atmosphere575

over limited-area domains (Pressel & Sakaguchi, 2021). Although initially developed with576

a focus on large eddy simulations (and hence its name), it also has capabilities to per-577

form simulations at coarser [O(1 km)] resolutions. The guiding principle of PINACLES’578

development is optimization for science, which demands consideration of physical fidelity,579

computational efficiency, and ease of use and extensibility. In this appendix, we focus580

on describing the general design of PINACLES and those features exercised for the sim-581

ulations performed for this study, rather than providing a comprehensive description of582

all currently available model features.583

A1 Software Design584

PINACLES’ dynamical core and input/output features are written in Python, us-585

ing Numba (Lam et al., 2015) to obtain highly performant code. Because PINACLES586

is written in Python, it can interface directly with the rich Python toolstack at runtime587

and easily integrates with a Python-based workflow for configuring, running, and ana-588

lyzing simulations.589

However, as few atmospheric model physics routines are available in Python at present,590

interfaces to Fortran and C subroutines have been developed. This approach allows a591

variety of complex parameterizations (e.g., various microphysics schemes, land surface592

models, radiative transfer models) to be brought online relatively quickly and without593

incurring the significant upfront cost of a full port to Python. In particular, this approach594

was used to incorporate the prognostic aerosol scheme of Wyant et al. (2022) used for595

the simulations of the present study.596

A2 Governing Equations597

PINACLES solves the anelastic equations of motion, using a thermodynamically598

consistent variant of the anelastic approximation that retains validity for deep convec-599

tion scenarios (Pauluis, 2008; Pressel et al., 2015). Prognostic equations are evolved for600

u, v, and w velocity components, water vapor mixing ratio qv (defined relative to the ref-601

erence state density as in Pressel et al., 2015), and a moist static energy s (scaled by the602

specific heat at constant pressure of air cp) that is defined as603

s = T + (gz − Lvql − Lsqi) c
−1
p (A1)

where T is the sensible temperature, g is gravitational acceleration, and Lv and Ls are604

latent heats of vaporization and sublimation, respectively. The summed mixing ratios605

of liquid- and ice-phase hydrometeors are denoted as ql and qi, with the details depend-606

ing on the choice of microphysics scheme, and additional prognostic equations for hy-607

drometeor mass and number are also solved consistent with the microphysics scheme.608

In order to ensure numerical conservation of s by the non-linear advection schemes used609

by PINACLES, the moist static energy as defined in Equation A1 is not directly advected610

by the model, but rather the advective tendencies of dry, liquid, and ice static energies611

are computed independently and summed to compute the advective tendency of the moist612

static energy.613

The continuous form equations for momentum, continuity, and scalar transport fol-614

low those provided by Pressel et al. (2015). Subgrid-scale turbulent stresses are mod-615

eled with a Smagorinsky-Lilly closure (Smagorinsky, 1958, 1963; Lilly, 1962), with ad-616

justment for stable stratification using a buoyancy frequency calculated following Durran617

and Klemp (1982).618
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A3 Numerical Discretization619

The numerical methods used in PINACLES have been selected to combine low nu-620

merical dissipation with good stability.621

As mentioned in Section 3.2, PINACLES offers several combinations of options for622

weighted essentially non-oscillatory schemes for treatment of advection terms. Nominal623

fifth and seventh order options are available, with traditional (Jiang & Shu, 1996) or “Z”624

(Borges et al., 2008; Castro et al., 2011) smoothness indicators, and with or without flux625

limiters (Herrmann et al., 2006) to maintain essentially monotone solutions.626

The Poisson equation for pressure is solved non-iteratively using Fourier sine se-627

ries on periodic domains (see Pressel et al., 2015) and Fourier cosine series on non-periodic628

domains, the latter approach being similar to techniques used in some other atmospheric629

models with anelastic dynamical cores (e.g., Lac et al., 2018).630

Time integration uses a second-order, two-stage strong stability preserving Runge-631

Kutta scheme (Shu & Osher, 1988), with adaptive timestep size to hold Courant num-632

ber below a given limit (here, 0.8).633

Appendix B Open Research634

The data files and plotting scripts needed to create the figures shown above have635

been archived at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10278509 and https://doi.org/636

10.5281/zenodo.10278558.637

These archives also contain the .JSON namelist file for each simulation and a ver-638

sion of the PINACLES code that can be used to perform the simulations listed in Ta-639

ble 1 (using the above mentioned namelist files). A current, general purpose version of640

PINACLES is available at https://github.com/pnnl/pinacles.641
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Abstract14

Cloud responses to surface-based sources of aerosol perturbation depend in part on the15

characteristics of the aerosol transport to cloud base and the resulting spatial and tem-16

poral distribution of aerosol. However, interactions among aerosol, cloud, and turbulence17

processes complicate the prediction of this aerosol transport and can obscure diagnosis18

of the aerosols’ effects on cloud and turbulence properties. Here, scenarios of plume in-19

jection below a marine stratocumulus cloud are modeled using large eddy simulations20

coupled to a prognostic bulk aerosol and cloud microphysics scheme. Both passive plumes,21

consisting of an inert tracer, and active plumes are investigated, where the latter are rep-22

resentative of saltwater droplet plumes such as have been proposed for marine cloud bright-23

ening. Passive plume scenarios show a spurious in-plume cloud brightening due solely24

to the connections between updrafts, cloud condensation, and scalar transport. Numer-25

ical sensitivities are first assessed to establish a suitable model configuration. Then sen-26

sitivity to particle injection rate is investigated. Trade-offs are identified between the num-27

ber of injected particles and the suppressive effect of droplet evaporation on plume loft28

and spread. Furthermore, as the in-plume brightening effect does not depend significantly29

on injection rate given a suitable definition of perturbed versus unperturbed regions of30

the flow, plume area is a key controlling factor on the overall cloud brightening effect of31

an aerosol perturbation.32

Plain Language Summary33

Increasing the ability of marine clouds to reflect sunlight by leveraging interactions34

between clouds and aerosols has been proposed as a means of countering climate change35

known as marine cloud brightening. However, such proposals rely on the ability to ap-36

ply suitable aerosol perturbations to the clouds using the atmosphere’s own turbulent37

mixing processes. Here, high-resolution numerical modeling methods are tested and used38

to investigate the details of aerosol delivery to a marine cloud from a near-surface-based39

plume.40

1 Introduction41

Interactions among aerosol, clouds, turbulence, and radiation are complex, involv-42

ing a variety of processes operating over a wide span of time and length scales. Unrav-43

eling these interactions has proven highly challenging, as models are limited in the range44

of scales they can capture and observation-based investigations suffer from issues such45

as co-variability of meteorological states and aerosol loads and regime dependence of cloud46

responses (Michibata et al., 2016; Gryspeerdt et al., 2019; Bender et al., 2019; Possner47

et al., 2020; Fons et al., 2023). Therefore, considerable interest has centered on aerosol48

perturbation experiments that, at least to some degree, break the links between mete-49

orological patterns and background aerosol conditions. Such experiments can opportunis-50

tically use natural (e.g., volcanoes and wildfires) or anthropogenic (e.g., shipping, urban51

pollution, and agricultural emissions) aerosol sources (Toll et al., 2019; Christensen et52

al., 2022; Maudlin et al., 2015) or rely on intentional emissions of aerosol for the specific53

purpose of studying aerosol cloud interactions, such as performed for the Eastern Pa-54

cific Emitted Aerosol Cloud Experiment (EPEACE) field campaign (Russell et al., 2013).55

Under the latter approach, the potential exists to better characterize the aerosol source.56

However, the turbulent mixing processes responsible for transporting emitted aerosol to57

the cloud are not completely understood nor constrained, and thus uncertainty remains58

in diagnosing aerosol effects on clouds.59

It has been long recognized that positive perturbations in aerosol number can in-60

crease the number concentration of cloud droplets and lead to increased cloud albedo61

(Twomey, 1974). Furthermore, the reduction in droplet sizes can suppress precipitation62

formation and increase longevity of clouds (Albrecht, 1989), although there is also po-63
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tential for cloud thinning due to increasing entrainment of dry air (Ackerman et al., 2004).64

Modeling studies have demonstrated that, under certain conditions, prescribed enhance-65

ments in aerosol concentrations can delay the subtropical stratocumulus-to-cumulus tran-66

sition (Erfani et al., 2022), whereas the transition can trigger rapidly when aerosol are67

removed by drizzle (Yamaguchi et al., 2017). A solar radiation management strategy known68

as marine cloud brightening (MCB) proposes to harness those cloud responses to aerosol69

that result in brighter, more extensive, and longer-lived clouds, thereby increasing the70

cooling effect associated with boundary layer marine clouds. The basic premise involves71

emission of plumes of saltwater droplets from near the ocean surface that evaporate within72

the boundary to leave sea-salt aerosol that can be ingested by clouds. Although the MCB73

concept originated a few decades ago (Latham, 1990), and has been refined since then74

(Latham, 2002; Latham et al., 2012; Wood, 2021), several key physical science questions75

remain open. Diamond et al. (2022) identify one of these questions as whether plumes76

with suitable numbers and sizes of sea-salt aerosol can overcome negative buoyancy as-77

sociated with saltwater droplet evaporation to be effectively lofted from their near-surface78

source to the cloud base. For example, modeling work by Jenkins and Forster (2013) com-79

pared plumes emitted as droplets versus dry aerosol only. Their simulations showed a80

suppression of plume rise due to droplet evaporation leading to a reduced albedo change81

in perturbed clouds, although the degree of difference varied timing of injection within82

the diurnal cycle and associated changes in boundary layer turbulence structure. An-83

other possible issue with concentrated plume emissions was modeled by Stuart et al. (2013),84

who found that in-plume coagulation could reduce particle numbers by ten to ninety per-85

cent, depending on atmospheric conditions and plume emission characteristics. Thus,86

various physical processes affecting the delivery of aerosol to clouds base contribute to87

uncertainties in the feasibility of MCB, even when we set aside questions of those clouds’88

potential for brightening.89

Large eddy simulations (LES) can explicitly simulate many of the scales of turbu-90

lent motion responsible for the transport of aerosol plumes to cloud base and relevant91

for modulating aerosol-cloud interactions. LES studies of aerosol plume lofting and spread,92

and subsequent cloud response, have identified important regime dependencies of the re-93

sponse: precipitating versus non-precipitating, low versus high free tropospheric mois-94

ture, clean versus polluted background aerosol conditions (Jenkins et al., 2013; Wang et95

al., 2011; Chun et al., 2023). Notably, Wang et al. (2011) also found rapid vertical trans-96

port of a plume (consisting of dry aerosol) via updrafts, combined with significantly slower97

horizontal spreading, causes strong spatial variability in aerosol concentrations. They98

highlighted the significance of the interactions between spatially heterogeneous aerosol99

concentrations and existing cloud field variability, consistent with Wang and Feingold100

(2009).101

These studies indicate the importance of accurately capturing the background cloud102

microphysical and macrophysical state as well as characterizing the temporal and spa-103

tial variability of aerosol plume spread (both vertical and horizontal). However, they have104

neglected droplet evaporation effects on plume spread and/or used coarse horizontal res-105

olutions (50 m to 300 m) relative to the expected size of salt water droplet spraying sys-106

tems (∼ 1 m). More effort is needed to assess the sensitivities of LES model predictions107

in relation to modeling techniques, numerical methods, and physical assumptions. Here108

we undertake such a sensitivity study, focusing on characteristics of plume lofting within109

several kilometers downstream of an injection source. After describing our general mod-110

eling approach and study configuration, we examine the effects of different lateral bound-111

ary treatments, horizontal grid resolution, and scalar and momentum advection discretiza-112

tions. Using a down-selected computational setup, we then investigate the dependence113

of the results on saltwater droplet injection rate.114
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2 Modeling Approach115

Our study focuses on a well-known marine stratocumulus cloud configuration, the116

DYCOMS RF02 idealized LES case study originated by Ackerman et al. (2009) and sub-117

sequently used in a wide range of investigations probing various aspects of stratocumu-118

lus dynamics, cloud macro- and microphysics, and numerical sensitivities (e.g., Davini119

et al., 2017; Feingold et al., 2015; Morrison et al., 2018; Yamaguchi & Feingold, 2012).120

We note that the protocol for this case study applies fixed surface heat fluxes and a sim-121

plified radiative transfer parameterization that eliminate some possible feedbacks between122

plume lofting, turbulent transport, and cloud modification, but these simplifications are123

expected to have limited impacts over the time and spatial scales examined here. Ad-124

ditionally, we rotate the direction of the mean wind to align with the longer axis of a rect-125

angular computational domain (horizontal domain extent of 15 km x 7.5 km; vertical ex-126

tent of 1.5 km) so that the plume evolution can be tracked over a longer downstream dis-127

tance.128

Simulations are performed using PINACLES (Predicting INteractions of Aerosol129

and Clouds in Large Eddy Simulation; Pressel & Sakaguchi, 2021). PINACLES is a novel,130

massively parallel code developed for simulations of three-dimensional atmospheric tur-131

bulence, with emphasis on capabilities for modeling boundary layer turbulence and clouds.132

PINACLES evolves the anelastic equations of motion using efficient, Fourier-transform-133

based methods to solve the pressure Poisson equation for domains with either periodic134

or open lateral boundaries, including concurrent nesting of domains. It features a range135

of advanced options for discretization of scalar and momentum advective terms that are136

exercised as part of this work.137

Plume injection is represented by a set of stationary (i.e., at a fixed location) vol-138

umetric source terms applied within the single model grid cell at the lowest model level,139

near the centerline of the narrow (y) axis of the domain and 1 km from the x-direction140

inflow boundary. The injection scenarios fall into two main categories. In the first, the141

injected scalar is an inert tracer that does not modify the flow field. This type of sce-142

nario, referred to as a “passive” plume, can be simulated using periodic lateral bound-143

ary conditions for the thermodynamic and velocity variables and simple “zeroing” of the144

plume tracer variable on the boundary. For a passive plume, plume tracer is nominally145

a number concentration of particles, but these particles do not interact with the back-146

ground aerosol and cloud fields predicted by the model. Passive plumes are differenti-147

ated from “active” plumes, which can modify the flow field. Active plume injection takes148

the form of source functions for aerosol number and mass and (optionally) liquid water.149

These source functions are defined consistently with the treatment of aerosol and150

cloud microphysics used in this study. This treatment links a two-moment scheme for151

cloud microphysics (Morrison et al., 2005) to a prognostic treatment of Aitken and ac-152

cumulation mode aerosol (Wyant et al., 2022) that builds on the work of Berner et al.153

(2013). Processes of scavenging, coagulation, and activation cause transfer of Aitken mode154

particles to the accumuluation mode, while the accumulation mode is depleted by au-155

toconversion, accretion, scavenging, and rainout. Both modes are replenished by surface156

fluxes that are parameterized following Clarke et al. (2006).157

Table 1 summarizes the set of one dozen simulations analyzed here. Simulations158

are differentiated based on the plume type (passive or active, as discussed above), do-159

main type (a single periodic domain or a non-periodic nest within a periodic parent do-160

main), horizontal grid spacing (varying from 40 m to 5 m, with vertical grid spacing fixed161

at 5 m), advection numerical options (scheme and flux limiter), and the injection rate162

of particles (ranging from 1013 s−1 to 1017 s−1). Each simulation is identified with a num-163

ber 1 through 12 for easy reference.164
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Table 1. Simulation parameters. All simulations use ∆z = 5 m. Advection (Adv.) scheme and

flux limiter options are defined in Section 3.2.

Simulation Plume Domain ∆x = ∆y Adv. scheme Flux limiter Inj. rate

1 Passive Periodic 40 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1016 s−1

2 Passive Periodic 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1016 s−1

3 Passive Periodic 5 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1016 s−1

4 Passive Periodic 20 m WENO7-Z No EMONO 1016 s−1

5 Passive Periodic 20 m WENO5-Z EMONO 1016 s−1

6 Passive Periodic 20 m WENO5-Z No EMONO 1016 s−1

7 Passive Nested 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1016 s−1

8 Active Nested 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1013 s−1

9 Active Nested 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1014 s−1

10 Active Nested 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1015 s−1

11 Active Nested 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1016 s−1

12 Active Nested 20 m WENO7-Z EMONO 1017 s−1

After some preliminary discussion of the metrics we use for comparing simulations,165

resolution-dependence is assessed by comparing Simulations 1-3 in section 3.1. Next, sec-166

tion 3.2 examines simulations 2, 4-6 for sensitivities to advection scheme numerics. For167

simplicity, these simulations inject passive plumes within doubly-periodic domains. Prior168

to analyzing active plume sensitivities, the consistency of our nested and periodic do-169

main results is demonstrated in section 3.3 using data from Simulation 7. Finally, ac-170

tive plume results are presented in section 3.4, focusing on sensitivities to particle injec-171

tion rate as varied among Simulations 8-12.172

3 Results173

All simulation data used to produce the figures shown in this section are available174

online, along with additional supporting materials including plotting notebooks, simu-175

lation codes, and input files (Dhandapani, Kaul, & Pressel, 2023; Dhandapani, Kaul, &176

Blossey, 2023).177

All PINACLES simulations presented here evolve similarly following an initial spin178

up-period of about 90 minutes. Although the simulations do not reach a true steady state,179

after a few hours changes in the cloud state are gradual. This typical pattern of evolu-180

tion consists of a slow rise in cloud top that is accompanied by slowly declining liquid181

water path (LWP), indicative of entrainment of the overlying dry air. A very small amount182

of drizzle is formed, but almost all evaporates before reaching the surface. Over the down-183

stream distance included in our computational domains (i.e., 14 km), the macroscopic184

features of the cloud are not significantly changed by the aerosol injection. This does not185

exclude the possibility that more significant adjustments would occur at a greater dis-186

tance downstream if the computational domain were expanded. Over the fourth simu-187

lated hour, liquid water paths from all simulations using 20 m horizontal resolution vary188

from 58 to 66 g m−2, and rain water paths range between 0.33 and 0.45 g m−2. Inver-189

sion height zi (as defined by Ackerman et al., 2009) varies almost negligibly from 855190

m to 857 m (i.e., differences in zi are smaller than vertical grid spacing ∆z).191

Simulations are compared using a variety of quantities to examine both differences192

in the background cloud and turbulence state and to hone in on the details of plume trans-193

port and cloud response. For the former, we compare mean vertical profiles of variables194
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Figure 1. Joint probability distribution function of pseudo-albedo and tracer concentration at

600 m from Simulation 11 between 1.5 and 6 hours.

such as cloud water mixing ratio, droplet number concentration, and vertical velocity195

variance. For the latter, we compute plume area, plume width, and plume height statis-196

tics, and examine differences in cloud brightness in- and out-of plume.197

This brightness is estimated by calculating a pseudo-albedo value, α, from the cloud198

properties as (Szczap et al., 2014),199

α =
(1− g) τ

2 + (1− g) τ
,

where g = 0.86 is the asymmetry parameter. Optical depth, τ , is calculated as200

τ =
3

2

∫
ρ qc
reff

dz,

where qc is the cloud water mixing ratio and reff is the effective cloud droplet radius pre-201

dicted by the microphysical scheme consistent with its distributional assumptions. The202

pseudo-albedo is henceforth referred to as albedo in figure labels for brevity. Note that203

this pseudo-albedo is a diagnostic quantity only. Radiative heating/cooling rates are pa-204

rameterized in the simulations following the approach of Ackerman et al. (2009).205

Below the cloud base, we assume that scalars associated with the aerosol size dis-206

tribution act similarly to passive tracers, and thus the plume tracer variable can be used207

to identify in- and out-of plume regions consistently in both active and passive plume208

injection scenarios. This assumption is not strictly true: first, due to aerosol processes209

that may occur below cloud (such as scavenging, which we expect to be small for the weakly210

precipitating clouds simulated here) and second, due to the nonlinear advection schemes211

used in these simulations. It nonetheless remains a better option than attempting to iden-212

tify in-plume regions in the active plume regions from the aerosol fields themselves.213

A non-zero lower threshold on plume tracer value is needed to define in- and out-214

of plume regions that are physically meaningful, but requires some subjective judgment.215

Figure 1 plots the joint distribution of plume tracer value close to cloud base at 600 m216

(actually, 602.5 m due to PINACLES’ grid staggering, but henceforth referred to as 600217
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m for conciseness) versus pseudo-albedo of the overlying cloud, obtained from the “base-218

line” active plume simulation, Simulation 11 of Table 1. Below a value of approximately219

108 kg−1, albedo and tracer concentration appear virtually uncorrelated, whereas above220

108 kg−1 there is a positively correlated relationship between the two variables. Given221

that the horizontally-averaged background accumulation mode number concentration at222

cloud base ranges from 6.5 × 107 kg−1 to 8.0 × 107 kg−1 (it varies in time due to the223

surface aerosol flux based on windspeed), this threshold is consistent with a 25-50% per-224

turbation over the background number of accumulation mode particles that would be225

expected without any plume injection. In the following results, this 108 kg−1 threshold226

is used to designate in- and out-of plume regions and to compute plume areas and widths,227

unless otherwise specified. Additionally, unless otherwise specified, all plume areas are228

computed at the 600 m vertical level, that approximates the time-averaged cloud-base229

level.230

With these definitions set, we turn to presenting the results of our sensitivity tests.231

As grid-resolution sensitivity has been frequently noted in LES of stratocumulus clouds232

(see, for example, the discussion in Matheou & Teixeira, 2019), its effects are examined233

first, and contrasted with inter-model sensitivities at high resolution.234

3.1 Grid resolution and inter-model comparison235

Grid resolution sensitivity is assessed by comparing periodic domain, passive plume236

simulations using 40 m, 20 m, and 5 m horizontal grid spacings, while keeping the ver-237

tical grid resolution fixed at 5 m (corresponding to Simulations 1, 2, and 3 of Table 1.)238

Although it has been shown that grid resolutions finer than 5 m may be required to at-239

tain grid convergence of stratocumulus simulations (Matheou & Teixeira, 2019), we note240

that 5 m isotropic grid spacings are atypically fine, considering the domain size of the241

simulations. Additionally, the predictions of PINACLES are compared to those of the242

University of Washington version of the System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM; Khairout-243

dinov & Randall, 2003) configured with the same initial and boundary conditions, forc-244

ings, and domain size, 5 m horizontal grid spacing, and 5 m vertical grid spacing within245

the boundary layer. Inter-model differences due to differences in numerical schemes and246

physical treatments preponderate over intra-model differences due to differing grid res-247

olutions as shown by the results plotted in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. However, some aspects of248

the PINACLES results are sensitive to the grid spacing.249

Mean profiles averaged over 4-6 hours from initialization of the simulations are plot-250

ted in Fig. 2. All PINACLES simulations predict nearly identical cloud top height. The251

cloud water mixing ratio qc profiles of the 20 m simulation and the fine grid (5 m) sim-252

ulation are very close to each other, while the coarse grid (40 m) simulation produces253

lower cloud water content and a higher cloud base. In contrast to the resolution depen-254

dence of qc where the coarse simulation was the outlier, the 40 m and 20 m PINACLES255

simulations predict similar droplet concentrations, while the 5 m simulation produces256

a higher droplet number. All three resolutions generate vertical velocity variance pro-257

files with similar shape, but the magnitude of the variance increases in line with the in-258

creases in qc (recall that radiative cooling in these simulations depends on qc but not on259

nc.) SAM predicts higher cloud water content, lower cloud droplet number, and an over-260

all thicker cloud, with cloud base about 200 m lower than simulated by PINACLES at261

5 m resolution. SAM’s vertical velocity variance profile is shifted with respect to PINA-262

CLES’ consistent with the change in cloud boundaries.263

Figure 3 focuses on resolution-dependence of plume-related features. In the left-264

hand panel, the time evolution of plume area at 600 m shows a resolution-dependent peak265

during the spin-up period, but subsequent differences in the average plume area are small266

among all three resolutions, especially relative to the large temporal variability (the range267

of which is also similar for all three). Plume area predicted by SAM was computed over268
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Figure 2. Mean profiles of cloud water mixing ratio (qc, left), droplet concentration per unit

mass (nc, center), and vertical velocity variance (w′2, right) using periodic domains at different

grid resolutions. The red, blue, and black curves correspond to horizontal resolutions of 40 m,

20 m, and 5 m, respectively, using PINACLES, and the magenta curves correspond to the SAM

simulation (5 m).

the fourth simulated hour, and the average value and one standard deviation range in-269

dicated in Figure 3 is comparable to the plume areas obtained from PINACLES. The270

right hand panel compares the distribution of pseudo-albedo values within in-plume and271

out-of-plume regions. Notably, the coarsest resolution shows a shift to lower pseudo-albedo272

values in both regions and especially a heavier left-hand tail of the in-plume pseudo-albedo273

pdf, indicating more of the plume is co-located with dimmer cloud, or even cloud-free274

areas. Although the 20 m resolution simulation also produces slightly heavier left-hand275

tails than the 5 m simulation, the overall agreement is good and the prediction of the276

right-hand tail is very consistent between the fine and normal resolution simulations.277

It should be recalled these results are from passive plume simulations, in which the278

injected scalar tracer cannot modify the cloud state. Therefore, the higher in-plume pseudo-279

albedo values shown in Figure 3 indicate that the plume tracer is preferentially lofted280

to brighter parts of the cloud associated with updrafts.281

Besides plume area, the plume width dependence on downstream distance can be282

defined as an alternative measure of plume spreading. At each downstream transect (taken283

perpendicular to the long, x axis of the domain), the number of grid points at which the284

plume tracer value exceeds the in-plume threshold is determined and multiplied by the285

grid spacing to obtain a width. These widths are additionally averaged in time, with sam-286

ples available every 60 s. The average plume width values calculated over 3-4 hours from287

initialization of the simulations are plotted in Fig. 4 for altitudes of 100 m and 600 m.288

The plume width increases with downstream distance as expected, reaching a nearly lin-289

ear spread rate at some distance downstream that depends on the vertical level being290

considered. At 100 m, the plume widths vary with grid resolution and the 5 m PINA-291

CLES simulation agrees well with the SAM simulation (5 m). At 600 m, the plume widths292

are closer to each other for PINACLES simulations at different grid resolutions, and the293

SAM simulation has higher plume width, possibly because the tracer spreads differently294

within the cloud than in the subcloud layer (600 m is well within the cloud layer for SAM,295

but at or below the cloud base for PINACLES.) To examine this possibility further, Fig-296

ure 5 shows the plume area, averaged in time, as a function of height computed over the297

full length of the domain and for the final 5 km downstream distance. Plume vertical298

and horizontal spread are convolved when plume area is computed over the full domain,299
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Figure 3. Plume area (left) and pseudo-albedo probability density function (pdf) for in-

plume (solid, tracer <108 kg−1) and out-of-plume (dashed, tracer <108 kg−1) regions, comparing

periodic domains at different grid resolutions. The red, blue, and black curves correspond to hor-

izontal resolutions of 40 m, 20 m, and 5 m, respectively, using PINACLES. The dashed magenta

line in the left panel corresponds to the mean plume area between hours 3 and 4 from the SAM

simulation (at 5 m horizontal resolution) and the gray shaded region is the one standard devia-

tion range from that mean.

Figure 4. Average plume width at an altitude of 100 m (left) and 600 m (right). The red,

blue, and black curves correspond to PINACLES simulations (Simulations 1–3) using horizontal

resolutions of 40 m, 20 m, and 5 m, respectively, and the magenta curves correspond to the SAM

simulation with a horizontal resolution of 5 m.

but considering only the downstream portion of the domain helps to isolate the horizon-300

tal spreading. Below 200 m, plume area is nearly constant with height and decreases with301

increasing resolution. As expected from Figure 4, 5 m PINACLES and SAM results closely302

agree. Recall that Figure 2 shows the subcloud vertical velocity variance peak occurs close303

to 200 m. At 400 m, above the subcloud w′2 peak, plume area sharply decreases and con-304

tinues to diminish to cloud base. However, plume area increases approaching the cloud305

top, perhaps because additional vertical spread is impeded by the strongly stable cloud-306

top temperature inversion. Interestingly, and not by design, the differences among all307

3 grid resolutions simulated by PINACLES are smallest at the 600 m vertical level that308

has been the primary focus of our analysis. Therefore, some aspects of the resolution sen-309

sitivity might be understated through this focus. Nonetheless, we consider the cloud base310

emphasis appropriate as it should be most nearly linked to changes in cloud properties311

when active plumes are introduced.312
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Figure 5. Average plume cross-sectional area fraction plotted against altitude for the full do-

main (left) and the last 5 km (right) of the domain. The red, blue, and black circles correspond

to PINACLES simulations (Simulations 1–3) using horizontal resolutions of 40 m, 20 m, and 5 m,

respectively, and the magenta markers correspond to the SAM simulation with a horizontal reso-

lution of 5 m. The circles correspond to averages over every minute between 3 and 4 hours from

the start of the simulation and the magenta squares represent the averages of 15-minute samples

over the same period (only used for vertical levels without higher frequency data available). The

plume area fraction is computed relative to a 14 km by 7.5 km rectangle in the left panel and to

a 5 km by 7.5 km rectangle in the right panel.

As the simulation using 20 m horizontal resolution agrees reasonably closely with313

the 5 m horizontal resolution simulation for most quantities of interest for our compar-314

isons (in particular, the in- and out-of-plume pseudo-albedo contrast is well captured),315

while drastically reducing the computational cost of simulations, the remaining simu-316

lations presented in this work are performed using 20 m horizontal grid spacing.317

3.2 Advection schemes318

Large eddy simulations of stratocumulus clouds have been shown to be sensitive319

to the numerical discretization of scalar and momentum advection (Pressel et al., 2017;320

Matheou & Teixeira, 2019). In particular, different choices of advection scheme (either321

alone or in concert with subgrid-scale turbulence closures) can strongly change predic-322

tions of liquid water path and cloud fraction, especially when the cloud state is sensi-323

tive to cloud-top entrainment rate.324

As previous work has indicated the superior performance of high-order weighted325

essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) numerical schemes for simulating stratocumulus clouds326

(Pressel et al., 2017), we focus on this class of schemes only. In particular, we assess sen-327

sitivity to fifth- versus seventh-order forms of a novel implementation of fifth and sev-328

enth order WENO-Z schemes (Borges et al., 2008; Castro et al., 2011). Compared to the329

original WENO schemes (Jiang & Shu, 1996), WENO-Z schemes offer lower dissipation330

for smooth solutions without increasing computational cost. The WENO-Z schemes im-331

plemented in PINACLES feature fully rederived weights and smoothness indicators that332

are consistent with its finite difference discretization.333

Additionally, we evaluate the effects of imposing “essentially monotone” (EMONO)334

flux limiters on the WENO-Z estimated fluxes. These flux limiters adapt an approach335

previously applied in conjunction with another scalar flux scheme (Herrmann et al., 2006),336

such that when a departure from monotonicity is detected, the order of the numerical337

scheme is locally reduced. Therefore, we compare four simulations (Simulations 2, 4, 5,338

and 6) from Table 1: fifth- or seventh- order WENO-Z with or without EMONO flux339
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Figure 6. Mean profiles of cloud water mixing ratio (qc, left), droplet concentration per unit

mass (nc, center), and vertical velocity variance (w′2, right) from passive plume simulations

(Simulations 2, 4– 6) using WENO5-Z (dashed) and WENO7-Z (solid) schemes, with (blue) and

without EMONO flux limiters (red).

Figure 7. Albedo pdf (left) and time evolution of plume area (right) from passive plume sim-

ulations (Simulations 2, 4–6) using WENO5-Z (dashed) and WENO7-Z (solid) schemes, with

(blue) and without EMONO flux limiters (red).

limiters. These numerical options are applied to all transported scalars, and the same340

scheme (without flux limiters) is applied to the velocity fields consistent with the rec-341

ommendation of Pressel et al. (2017).342

The mean profiles from simulations using different advection schemes calculated343

over 2-4 hours from initialization of the simulations are plotted in Fig. 6. Simulations344

without EMONO flux limiters agree closely on prediction of qc and w′2, but differ in pre-345

diction of nc with the seventh-order scheme predicting larger droplet number concen-346

tration than the fifth-order scheme. In contrast, the fifth-order scheme with EMONO347

predicts slightly greater qc and w′2 than the seventh-order scheme, but nearly identical348

nc. Further examination shows the differences in nc can be largely attributed to differ-349

ences in accumulation mode aerosol number concentration, which could be the result of350

differences in the surface flux of aerosol(which has a strong windspeed dependence) as351

well as by differences in entrainment of aerosol from the free troposphere. Before mov-352

ing on, we note that the diagnosed entrainment rate in these simulations over the final353

two simulated hours is about 0.2 cm s−1, or about one-third the ensemble mean entrain-354
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ment rate of Ackerman et al. (2009). This reduced entrainment rate is likely related to355

our choice of numerical schemes.356

Entrainment and surface fluxes of aerosol produce domain-averaged aerosol sources357

to the boundary layer of comparable magnitude [O(1013) particles per second], and each358

varies weakly with numerical scheme. Figure 7 puts these differences in context as pro-359

ducing a small shift towards higher pseudo-albedo values for the simulations that do not360

use the EMONO flux limiter, which is relatively much smaller than the sensitivity to,361

say, decreasing the horizontal grid spacing from 40 m to 20 m (Figure 3).362

Therefore, we conclude that any of the numerical options presented here can be an363

acceptable choice, but continue using the seventh-order WENO-Z scheme plus EMONO364

flux limiter due to the a priori preference to be given to higher order, monotone numer-365

ics.366

3.3 Boundary Conditions367

Periodic lateral boundary conditions can be suitable for simulating passive plume368

emissions as long as the underlying flow field can be treated as periodic. It is straight-369

forward to reset plume tracer values to prevent recirculation of the passive plume. How-370

ever, active plume emissions are more challenging to simulate satisfactorily with peri-371

odic domains as not only the aerosol perturbation but the perturbed cloud and dynamic372

fields re-enter the domain unless the simulation is truncated after one flow-through time.373

One strategy is to use a Lagrangian LES approach that follows the evolution of a per-374

turbed airmass in time (Chun et al., 2023). Here, we opt to preserve the Eulerian view-375

point of our passive plume simulations by employing open boundary conditions.376

For this purpose, we construct nested domains. The outer, periodic parent is iden-377

tical to the periodic domain used in the previously described simulations (15 km x 7.5378

km x 1.5 km extent, with 20 m horizontal and 5 m vertical grid spacing). An inner child379

nest receives lateral boundary data from the periodic parent. This inner domain uses the380

same grid spacing and vertical extent but has slightly reduced horizontal extents due to381

the placement of the inner lateral boundaries 160 m away from the outer boundaries. Aside382

from the prescription of the boundary data, the inner child domain evolves independently383

of its parent. Figure 8 shows the correlation coefficient between instantaneous values of384

pseudo-albedo and vertical velocity at an altitude of 600 m, calculated over 2-4 hours385

from initialization of the simulations. Correlations are close to 1 for both variables for386

distances up to 3 km, but the degree of decorrelation occurring downstream depends on387

the variable under consideration. Here, pseudo-albedo remains highly correlated between388

the two domains, but w is more significantly decorrelated between the two domains. It389

should be noted that the constraint on the horizontal mean vertical velocity (⟨w⟩ (z) =390

0) that applies for periodic domains under an anelastic approximation can be relaxed391

on the nest. This has the important implication that the nested domain has greater free-392

dom to respond dynamically to an aerosol perturbation.393

When an active plume is simulated, plume injection occurs only on the inner do-394

main so that the periodic parent domain remains undisturbed. To test the nesting pro-395

cedure, we here inject identical passive plumes on each of the parent and child domains396

but do not allow plume tracer boundary data to be passed from the parent to the child397

along with the velocity, thermodynamic, and microphysical prognostic variable bound-398

ary data. Although Figure 8 shows that differences develop in point-wise values between399

the domains, agreement of the plume area statistics (Figure 9) is very close and shows400

the nesting procedure is performing as expected. Furthermore, these results demonstrate401

that it is well-founded to compare periodic, passive plume simulations (which are about402

half as expensive computationally) and nested, active plume simulations on a statisti-403

cal basis.404
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Figure 8. Contour plots of cross-correlation of pseudo-albedo (top) and vertical velocity w at

600 m (bottom) in the periodic parent domain and nested child domain from Simulation 7.

3.4 Injection rates405

Nested simulations as described above using active plumes at five different plume406

injection rates are performed, namely at 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016, and 1017 s−1. The max-407

imum injection rate follows the estimate by Salter et al. (2008), although others (Stuart408

et al., 2013; Wood, 2021) have suggested such high injection rates may not be efficient409

due to particle coagulation near the source (an effect that is not considered here as the410

extreme near-field of the particle source is not resolved). Simulations with these vary-411

ing injection rates are compared to each other and to passive plume simulations to ex-412

plore the effects of plume injection rates on cloud properties. All simulation presented413

in this section are restarted from a common checkpoint file after 90 minutes of cloud evo-414

lution without any aerosol perturbations applied, and plume injection is commenced at415

the same time. Thus, the differences in aerosol perturbation do not modify the initial416

spin-up of the boundary layer and cloud state.417

Active plumes418

Active plumes are modeled with accumulation mode aerosol of mass mean dry di-419

ameter 0.25 µm. This value is based on laboratory measurements from a prototype ef-420

fervescent nozzle, which produced a sea-salt aerosol population with a mean diameter421

of 0.12 µm and geometric standard deviation (σg) of 2. Notably, this mean diameter of422
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Figure 9. Time evolution of plume area (left) and violin plot of plume area between 2 - 4

hours (right) in the periodic parent domain (red) and nested child domain (blue) nest from Simu-

lation 7.

Figure 10. Pseudo-albedo contours calculated 2 hours after initialization of an active plume

simulation, Simulation 11, on the nested domain. The black curves correspond to tracer concen-

tration of 108 kg−1, at 600 m and the blue curves correspond to a pseudo-albedo value of 0.65.

The black triangle on the left shows the position of the plume source near the surface.

injected accumulation mode aerosol is similar to the background accumulation mode, but423

with a wider distribution. Due to the constraints of the bi-modal, two-moment treatment424

of aerosol used here, we are not able to fully account for influence of the wider size dis-425

tribution of the injected aerosol in the cloud response. However, considering an accu-426

rate σg value is important for estimating the amount of water associated with the plume427

emission, and hence the potential for plume lofting to be suppressed by evaporative cool-428

ing of injected droplets. Each aerosol particle is assumed to be injected within a droplet429

whose diameter is four times that of the embedded aerosol (Jenkins & Forster, 2013),430

consistent with an assumed salinity of about 35 g L−1 of sea water. The injection rate431

for the number concentration of accumulation mode aerosol and liquid droplets are set432

at the same value as that of the passive tracers (1013−1017 s−1). For the 1016 s−1 case,433

the injection rates for the mass concentrations of accumulation mode aerosol and liquid434

droplets are calculated from the diameters as 0.1725 kg s−1 and 5.1113 kg s−1, respec-435

tively (Heintzenberg, 1994), and scaled proportionally for the other injection rates.436

The mean profiles for the different injection rates are plotted in Fig. 11. The cloud437

water mixing ratios are indistinguishable, indicating that no significant liquid water path438

adjustment occurs over the timescale observable in these simulations (about 30 minutes).439
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Figure 11. Mean profiles of cloud water mixing ratio (left), droplet concentration (center),

and vertical velocity variance (right) using nested domains and active plumes at different in-

jection rates (Simulations 8–12) of 1013 (green), 1014 (gray), 1015 (magenta), 1016 (blue), and

1017 s−1 (black). The red curves correspond to a passive plume (1016 s−1) simulation.

To confirm this finding, we computed liquid water path in the parent and child domains440

of the two highest injection rates over the portions of these domains between x = 10441

km and x = 15 km for a two hour period (2-4 hours). The resulting values are 69.0 g m−2
442

on the parent domains, 68.8 g m−2 on the nested domains with 1016 s−1 injection rate,443

and 68.4 g m−2 on the nested domains with 1017 s−1 injection rate. While these differ-444

ences are suggestive of a very slight LWP adjustment, they are too small relative the tem-445

poral fluctuations of LWP (6.7 g m−2 for all domains) to be confidently interpreted as446

such. The droplet concentration profiles from the active plume simulations are higher447

than those of the passive plumes, increasing with injection rates, for values of 1015 s−1
448

and higher. When the injection rates are 1014 s−1 or lower, the domain-averaged droplet449

concentrations are indistinguishable from that of the passive plumes. The vertical ve-450

locity variance profiles are nearly identical, with the 1017 s−1 simulation showing minor451

differences that are likely not significant.

Figure 12. Time evolution of plume area (left) and pseudo-albedo (right) for in-plume (thick

lines) and out-of-plume (thin lines) regions using nested domains and active plumes at different

injection rates (Simulations 8–12) of 1013 (green), 1014 (gray), 1015 (magenta), 1016 (blue), and

1017 s−1 (black). The red curves correspond to the passive plume (1016 s−1) simulation 7.

452
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The time evolutions of plume area near cloud base (namely, at a height of 600 m)453

and of pseudo-albedo are plotted in Fig. 12. The cloud-base plume area is zero for an454

injection rate values of 1013 s−1 and 1014 s−1. For injection rates of 1015 s−1 or higher,455

the plume area increases with injection rate. The passive plumes (1016 s−1) show sim-456

ilar plume area to the 1017 s−1 case. Active plumes with 1016 s−1 injection rate have lower457

plume area than the corresponding passive plumes, due to droplet evaporation. The out-458

of-plume pseudo-albedo values are exactly the same. The in-plume albedo from all the459

simulations are higher than that of the out-of-plume albedo. The active plumes show sim-460

ilar in-plume albedo values, regardless of the injection rate values and the passive plume461

in-plume albedo is not as high as that of active plumes.462

Figure 13. Albedo pdf (left), excess albedo (center) and plume area (right) using nested do-

mains and active plumes at different injection rates (Simulations 8–12), 1013 (green), 1014 (gray),

1015 (magenta), 1016 (blue), and 1017 s−1 (black). The red curves in the left correspond to the

passive plume (1016 s−1) simulation 7 results.

The pdf of the albedo and violin plots of pseudo-albedo excess (calculated as the463

difference between the mean pseudo-albedo in the child nest and parent domain) and plume464

area calculated over 2-4 hours from initialization of the simulations are plotted in Fig. 13.465

The albedo pdf outside of the plume are indistinguishable from each other, with peak466

values around 0.4. The pdf of the perturbed cloud albedo values peak around 0.45 for467

passive plumes and around 0.6 for active plumes with similar distribution profiles. With468

lower injection rates, the distributions become narrower, missing the tail of the distri-469

butions produced by the two highest injection rates, whose agreement suggests the bright-470

ening potential of the aerosol perturbation has saturated. Pseudo-albedo excess increases471

with injection rate. The plume area also increases with injection rate, for 1015 s−1 and472

higher rates.473

The time evolutions of downstream distance at which plume droplets fully evap-474

orate and mean plume height against downstream distance are plotted in Fig. 14. Note475

that the microphysics scheme (Morrison et al., 2005) on which the Wyant et al. (2022)476

aerosol treatment is based uses saturation adjustment to constrain the cloud liquid wa-477

ter mixing ratio and therefore vapor uptake on unactivated aerosols is not included in478

the moisture budget (however, swollen aerosol size is considered in a diagnostic manner479

for purposes of computing scavenging rates). For injection rates of 1015 s−1 and lower,480

the droplets evaporate immediately. The higher injection rates (1016 and 1017 s−1) evap-481

orate at downstream distances of 750 m and 3100 m, respectively. The plume heights482

increase with injection rate and downstream distance until they plateau at the height483

of the capping inversion. Figure 14 shows two views of this. The middle panel uses un-484

normalized tracer values, so greater droplet evaporation is combined with overall higher485

particle numbers as injection rate increases. The middle panel shows that the number486
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Figure 14. Droplet evaporation distance (left), mean plume height (center) and scaled plume

height (right) using nested domains and active plumes at different injection rates (Simulations 8–

12): 1013 (green), 1014 (gray), 1015 (magenta), 1016 (blue), and 1017 s−1 (black). The red curves

in the right correspond to passive plume (1016 s−1) simulation 7 results.

increase effect prevails (i.e., the plume with 1017 s−1 injection rate rises fastest of the487

active plumes). However, evaporation does suppress plume rise somewhat, as shown by488

the difference between the passive and active 1016 s−1 plume heights). The rightmost489

panel clarifies these trade-offs. In these results, all inert plume tracers are rescaled to match490

a 1016 s−1 injection rate, then thresholding is applied. Here it can be seen that the scaled491

plume rise is virtually identical in passive plume simulations and active plume simula-492

tions with injection rates below 1015 s−1. (Scaled) plume rise slows as injection rate in-493

creases, but nonetheless the plume is able to reach the inversion by the downstream ter-494

minus of the domain.495

4 Conclusions496

Large eddy simulations can be a powerful means of studying aerosol–cloud inter-497

actions. Moreover, they have the potential to accurately represent the interplay between498

boundary-layer turbulence, aerosol, and clouds, which becomes important when aerosols499

are distributed inhomogeneously, at small scales, in space or time. An important exam-500

ple of when such a condition may likely occur is one of the proposed approaches for en-501

hancing the albedo of marine clouds by emitting concentrated plumes of sea-salt aerosol502

just above the sea-surface. The effects of the aerosol perturbation on clouds can only be503

determined after accounting for the turbulent transport of aerosol from the near-surface.504

However, previous modeling studies (Wang et al., 2011; Jenkins & Forster, 2013; Chun505

et al., 2023) have not addressed how their results may be influenced by numerical sen-506

sitivities of the LES modeling approach, although the predictions of LES of marine stra-507

tocumulus clouds have been found to be sensitive to numerical schemes (Pressel et al.,508

2017) and grid resolution (Matheou & Teixeira, 2019).509

Here we assess these sensitivities for the PINACLES model and design and test an510

approach to simulate interactive aerosol plumes in idealized setups without undesirable511

feedback to the nominally upwind flow fields. The model configuration developed through512

these tests is then used to evaluate how different rates of particle injection affect plume513

rise and spread and cloud response. We are able to characterize these processes over ap-514

proximately thirty minutes (estimated based on domain length and boundary-layer wind515

speed). An important aspect of our selected case is that very limited amounts of pre-516

cipitation are formed, even in its unperturbed state, and cloud liquid profiles undergo517

indiscernible adjustment in response to the aerosol perturbation. Thus, changes in bright-518

ness are driven by increasing droplet number concentration and decreasing droplet ef-519

fective radius.520
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Key findings are:521

• Plume area is sensitive to horizontal grid spacings in the range of 5 m to 40 m,522

especially in the subcloud layer. Resolution sensitivity of plume area decreases within523

the cloud layer, such that results from 5 m and 20 m grid spacings agree well.524

• In-plume enhancement of cloud pseudo-albedo is observed, even for passive (in-525

ert tracer) plumes, because of the links between updraft dynamics, plume trans-526

port, and condensation. Grid spacings of 20 m or finer are able to characterize the527

variability of in- and out-of-plume albedo consistently.528

• A modeling strategy was developed and demonstrated to allow idealized simula-529

tions of active plumes in an Eulerian perspective without recycling of perturbed530

flow as inflow.531

• Subtle differences are observed among simulations using different advection schemes532

for scalars and momentum, even considering high-order implementations of an ad-533

vanced family of schemes, that are most apparent in droplet number concentra-534

tion predictions. The differences in droplet number can be at least partially at-535

tributed to differences in aerosol concentration within the boundary layer (even536

for passive plume cases).537

• Using the difference between mean pseudo-albedo on the nested domain and un-538

perturbed periodic parent domain as an indicator of the brightening effect of the539

injected aerosol, we find injection rates greater than 1015 s−1 are required and the540

effect is very limited for injection rates below 1015 s−1. However, given that the541

tracer concentration threshold (108 kg−1) is met, the in-plume albedo enhance-542

ment is not significantly different for 1016 s−1 and 1017 s−1 injection rates. The543

overall albedo is somewhat increased at the higher injection rate because the plume544

area is increased.545

• With a fixed threshold for diagnosing the plume extent, a trade-off occurs as par-546

ticle injection rate raises between making more particles available and increasing547

the amount of droplet evaporation that suppresses plume rise. In the highest in-548

jection rate case, unevaporated droplets can be found over 3 km downstream of549

the injection point.550

These findings indicate several directions for future work. First, more data from551

measurements and very high-resolution (grid spacings ≪ 1 m) simulations are needed552

to confirm whether the assumptions about the plume injection and immediate near-field553

properties assumed here are realistic, including microphysical factors such as the par-554

ticle and droplet size distributions as well as dynamical features such as the momentum555

source and rate of turbulent entrainment associated with the generation of the plume.556

Particle loss mechanisms to the surface, parameterized appropriately for use at LES grid557

resolutions, also need to be considered in more detail, as our simulations may overesti-558

mate the potential for initial vertical suppression of plume rise to be compensated far-559

ther downstream. At the other extreme, simulations with longer downstream domain ex-560

tents are needed to understand later stages of plume spread and to track cloud responses561

over longer time periods to detect feedback with slower timescale processes. Similarly,562

a wider range of cases that include more strongly precipitating clouds and more realis-563

tic radiative flux treatments should also be investigated.564

Although open questions remain, the results presented here show clearly the im-565

portance of accounting for the interactions of boundary-layer turbulence, droplet evap-566

oration, plume transport, and cloud response and also demonstrate the great utility of567

carefully performed LES for understanding these interactions. In particular, we find sig-568

nificantly higher in-plume albedo even in passive plume simulations due to the connec-569

tions among coherent updrafts, plume rise, and cloud formation, and these dynamical570

and macrophysical linkages must be considered and controlled for when evaluating the571

impacts of aerosol perturbation strategies on the microphysical process level.572
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Appendix A Description of PINACLES573

Predicting INteractions of Aerosol and Clouds in Large Eddy Simulation (PINA-574

CLES) is a modern, parallelized code for three-dimensional simulations of the atmosphere575

over limited-area domains (Pressel & Sakaguchi, 2021). Although initially developed with576

a focus on large eddy simulations (and hence its name), it also has capabilities to per-577

form simulations at coarser [O(1 km)] resolutions. The guiding principle of PINACLES’578

development is optimization for science, which demands consideration of physical fidelity,579

computational efficiency, and ease of use and extensibility. In this appendix, we focus580

on describing the general design of PINACLES and those features exercised for the sim-581

ulations performed for this study, rather than providing a comprehensive description of582

all currently available model features.583

A1 Software Design584

PINACLES’ dynamical core and input/output features are written in Python, us-585

ing Numba (Lam et al., 2015) to obtain highly performant code. Because PINACLES586

is written in Python, it can interface directly with the rich Python toolstack at runtime587

and easily integrates with a Python-based workflow for configuring, running, and ana-588

lyzing simulations.589

However, as few atmospheric model physics routines are available in Python at present,590

interfaces to Fortran and C subroutines have been developed. This approach allows a591

variety of complex parameterizations (e.g., various microphysics schemes, land surface592

models, radiative transfer models) to be brought online relatively quickly and without593

incurring the significant upfront cost of a full port to Python. In particular, this approach594

was used to incorporate the prognostic aerosol scheme of Wyant et al. (2022) used for595

the simulations of the present study.596

A2 Governing Equations597

PINACLES solves the anelastic equations of motion, using a thermodynamically598

consistent variant of the anelastic approximation that retains validity for deep convec-599

tion scenarios (Pauluis, 2008; Pressel et al., 2015). Prognostic equations are evolved for600

u, v, and w velocity components, water vapor mixing ratio qv (defined relative to the ref-601

erence state density as in Pressel et al., 2015), and a moist static energy s (scaled by the602

specific heat at constant pressure of air cp) that is defined as603

s = T + (gz − Lvql − Lsqi) c
−1
p (A1)

where T is the sensible temperature, g is gravitational acceleration, and Lv and Ls are604

latent heats of vaporization and sublimation, respectively. The summed mixing ratios605

of liquid- and ice-phase hydrometeors are denoted as ql and qi, with the details depend-606

ing on the choice of microphysics scheme, and additional prognostic equations for hy-607

drometeor mass and number are also solved consistent with the microphysics scheme.608

In order to ensure numerical conservation of s by the non-linear advection schemes used609

by PINACLES, the moist static energy as defined in Equation A1 is not directly advected610

by the model, but rather the advective tendencies of dry, liquid, and ice static energies611

are computed independently and summed to compute the advective tendency of the moist612

static energy.613

The continuous form equations for momentum, continuity, and scalar transport fol-614

low those provided by Pressel et al. (2015). Subgrid-scale turbulent stresses are mod-615

eled with a Smagorinsky-Lilly closure (Smagorinsky, 1958, 1963; Lilly, 1962), with ad-616

justment for stable stratification using a buoyancy frequency calculated following Durran617

and Klemp (1982).618
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A3 Numerical Discretization619

The numerical methods used in PINACLES have been selected to combine low nu-620

merical dissipation with good stability.621

As mentioned in Section 3.2, PINACLES offers several combinations of options for622

weighted essentially non-oscillatory schemes for treatment of advection terms. Nominal623

fifth and seventh order options are available, with traditional (Jiang & Shu, 1996) or “Z”624

(Borges et al., 2008; Castro et al., 2011) smoothness indicators, and with or without flux625

limiters (Herrmann et al., 2006) to maintain essentially monotone solutions.626

The Poisson equation for pressure is solved non-iteratively using Fourier sine se-627

ries on periodic domains (see Pressel et al., 2015) and Fourier cosine series on non-periodic628

domains, the latter approach being similar to techniques used in some other atmospheric629

models with anelastic dynamical cores (e.g., Lac et al., 2018).630

Time integration uses a second-order, two-stage strong stability preserving Runge-631

Kutta scheme (Shu & Osher, 1988), with adaptive timestep size to hold Courant num-632

ber below a given limit (here, 0.8).633

Appendix B Open Research634

The data files and plotting scripts needed to create the figures shown above have635

been archived at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10278509 and https://doi.org/636

10.5281/zenodo.10278558.637

These archives also contain the .JSON namelist file for each simulation and a ver-638

sion of the PINACLES code that can be used to perform the simulations listed in Ta-639

ble 1 (using the above mentioned namelist files). A current, general purpose version of640

PINACLES is available at https://github.com/pnnl/pinacles.641
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